Have YOU no shame - Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein?
For being such a textbook example of an obnoxious,
pugnacious, pusillanimous, bellicose, belligerent bigot?
By Rick Heizman
Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein, the United Nations high commissioner for human rights, dispensed
with the usual diplomatic courtesies, and blurted out to a senior diplomat from Myanmar,
“Have you no shame, sir?” he demanded. “Have you no shame?”
Have YOU no shame - Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein? You will not even listen to or acknowledge
the thousands of villagers who were terrified when hundreds of armed Muslims, ready to kill,
shouting ‘Allahu Akbar’, hacking men, women, children, babies, elderly to pieces swarmed
through their villages.
HAVE you no shame? You heap praises on Bangladesh, but conveniently ignore MASSIVE
human rights violations of the soon-to-disappear Buddhist minority that truly are
GENOCIDAL.
Have you no SHAME? YOU play the genocide card on Myanmar, while ignoring all logic and
facts about genocide - how can there be a genocide on one of the worlds fastest growing
populations?
Have you NO shame? You demand Myanmar let the Bengalis back into Rakhine State now,
disregarding what the Buddhists, Hindus, and Tribal Minorities feel - and they ALL say NO
Bengalis - they are tired of being chased and killed so many times by the maniacal Qurandriven intolerant Islamic terrorist Bengali Muslims! ALL non-Muslims there get along fine, and
ALL non-Muslims dislike and are terrified of the Bengalis’ supremacy and violence. HAVE
YOU NO SHAME?
Have you no SHAME? YOU want the Rakhine and Burmese Buddhists, and all others to
accept a false history constructed by a group of people with a false identity. Well, then let us
label ALL of the worst scum of the world - the child rapists and killers, the worst and most
violent gang members, the worst sleazy criminals - as the ‘Zeid Ra’ad al-Husseins’.
HAVE you no shame? You don’t say anything about the Mawlawis [Imams] of the Bengalis
and how essentially ALL of them are the scum of the earth - or to use the new term ‘the Zeid
Ra’ad al-Husseins’ of the earth, in that THEY are the ones with the systematic planning of the
WANTON GENOCIDAL ETHNIC CLEANSING against all Infidels - they, along with the ARSA
militant leaders, are also leaders, trainers, bomb-making teachers, and landmine assemblers.
HAVE you no shame?
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Have YOU NO shame? You care NOTHING about Christians being slaughtered by the
thousands in Nigeria and Iraq, you say NOTHING about the burnings and bombings of
churches and Christians from Egypt to Indonesia.
Have you NO shame? You are so deeply Muslim that you will NEVER acknowledge the
carnage around the world that is done by Muslims to advance the ‘religion’ of Islam.
Have you NO shame? YOU are part of the long-term effort by Islam to eradicate Buddhism
from the world, and Hinduism, Christianity, Judaism, Sikhism, and ALL others.
Have you no SHAME? That your mind cannot think properly - it is harnessed to a barbaric
7th century maniac.
Have YOU no shame? You have NEVER addressed the fact that Islam casts Buddhists and
Hindus to the lowest realms, simply because they are 1) ‘idol-worshipers’ for having statues of
Buddha, Krishna, Shiva, Parvati, etc., and 2) they are not ‘monotheistic’, there is not just one
GOD. HAVE YOU NO SHAME? Can’t you leave all of us alone? You can believe what you
want, BUT, don’t harm others for having different ways of living, thinking, and acting. HAVE
YOU NO SHAME?
Have you NO shame? Bangladesh has an actual, real, ongoing GENOCIDE against its
minority Buddhists in the Chittagong Hills Tract, with horrendous killings, rapes, villages
torched, land confiscated, and refugees fleeing, BUT not even ONE WORD from YOU, the
EXALTED, POMPOUS ASS.
Have YOU no shame?
YOUR ‘religion’ - Islam - has corrupted your mind and countless others to think that all bad
people in the world are infidels, and all good people are Muslims who are slaughtering the
‘bad’ people. HAVE YOU NO SHAME?
HAVE YOU NO SHAME - Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein?
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